Certified Applicator Exam Reference Material

- Go to www.pesticidemanuals.com
  - Click on Pesticide Manuals (on right of pictures)
- Certified Applicator Core Exam
  - NC Pesticide Applicator Core Manual
    - NC Pesticide Safety Education Program
- Certified Applicator P, W, & F Exams
  - Structural Pest Control – A Certification Manual for NC
    - NC Cooperative Extension
- NC Structural Pest Control Act of 1955
  - Available here: SPC&PD Law
- NC Structural Pest Control Rules & Regulations
  - Available here: SPC&PD Rules

License Exam Reference Material (All Phases)

- Truman’s Scientific Guide To Pest Management Operations 7th Edition
  - North Coast Media LLC & Purdue University Press
  - Available on Amazon.com
- NPMA Field Guide to Structural Pests
  - 2nd Edition
  - Eric H. Smith & Richard C. Whitman (Authors)
  - Available through NPMA PestWorld.org
- NC Structural Pest Control Act of 1955
  - Available here: SPC&PD Law
- NC Structural Pest Control Rules & Regulations
  - Available here: SPC&PD Rules

Additional Phase Specific References (License Exam)

- NCSU P-Phase Specimen Review
  - Sign up: NCSU Specimen Review
- W-Phase NC WDIR-100 Memorandum
  - Available here: WDIR Memo
- W-Phase NC WDIR-100 SPCD Enforcement Policy
  - Available here: WDIR Enforcement
- W-Phase Official NC WDIR-100 Form
  - Available here: WDIR Example Form